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ABSTRACT
Several effects of seismic activity on the release of radionuclides from a potential repository at Yucca Mountain are
quantified. Future seismic events are predicted using data
from the seismic hazard analysis conducted for the Exploratory Studies Facility (ESF). Phenomenological models are developed, including rockfall (thermal-mechanical
and seismic) in unbackfilled emplacement drifts, container
damage caused by fault displacement within the repository, and flow-path change caused by changes in strain.
Using the composite-porosity flow model (relatively largescale, regular percolation), seismic events show little effect on total-system releases; using the weeps flow model
(episodic pulses offlowin locally saturated fractures), container damage andflow-pathchanges cause over an order
of magnitude increase in releases. In separate calculations
using more realistic representations of faulting, water-table
rise caused by seismically induced changes in strain are
seen to be higher than previously estimated by others, but
not sufficient to reach a potential repository.
INTRODUCTION
Possible disruption to waste containers or transport
pathways caused by tectonic events is an important consideration in analyzing the long-term performance of a potential repository system at Yucca Mountain, Nevada.
Although the Yucca Mountain block itself appears to be
relatively stable in recent time, evidence of recent tectonic
activity exists throughout the region. Repository disturbance due to volcanic activity and its consequences have
been modeled in previous total-system performance assessments (TSPAs) performed for Yucca Mountain. This
paper outlines work in progress to define models to describe
and quantify the effect of future seismic activity on releases
of radionuclides from a potential repository for high-level
radioactive waste; some work in this area has already been
done by other groups.
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In this analysis, we consider the potential impact of
the following seismic effects on long-term repository performance: (1) rockfall, (2) fault displacement, (3) changes
in flow patterns (flow in fractures only), and (4) changes
in water-table elevation. Simple phenomenological models are used for the most part, with parameters defined
by probability distributions selected to represent our uncertainty. (Structuring the problem in this manner allows us to
study the sensitivity of the resulting releases to variations
in the parameters.) Several effects are omitted because they
are less certain to occur, are generally expected to produce
less severe consequences, or are too difficult to model at
this time. At the end of this paper, we discuss ways in
which this analysis could be improved by additional data
and analyses.
SEISMIC MODEL DEVELOPMENT
Much of the analysis herein is based on prediction of
the timing and magnitude of future seismic events. The data
used in this analysis come from several sources, but have
been synthesized in the ESF seismic hazard analysis. Data
from this report are given primarily in the form of yearly
probabilities of a given seismic acceleration and velocity
(Figure 1). We sample events from the data as follows. For
every year in the future (actually, we use 10-yr periods for
efficiency), we randomly select a probability level. The distributions of possible accelerations and velocities at a given
probability level are assumed to be normal, with mean and
standard deviation estimated from Figure 1. We sample the
specific acceleration and velocity at that probability level
for that year from the appropriate normal distribution. All
events" below a threshold, randomly chosen between 0.2g
and 0.5g, are ignored. This threshold is based on empirical
estimates of the ground acceleration necessary to produce
more than minor damage to a tunnel. The sampled accelerations are reduced 50% and the velocities are reduced
40% to account for attenuation at depth. Specification of
fault offset, length, and location, as well as changes of
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Figure 1. Distribution of peak horizontal acceleration at
the surface developed for the ESF seismic hazard analysis
(Figure A-6 from reference 12). Legend refers to probabilities.
strain in the repository block are discussed in following
sections.
ROCKFALL
Fraction of Containers Damaged by Rockfall
For TSPA-1993, we assumed a repository design
that included backfilled emplacement drifts; however,
more recent potential repository designs have not included
backfill. In unbackfilled drifts, rockfall can be enhanced
by seismic activity or thermal-mechanical stresses. Debris
from rockfall has three effects on long-term performance:
(1) rocks covering a container add thermal insulation, increasing container temperature; (2) rocks contacting a container form capillary pathways for water, increasing container corrosion; and (3) large blocks falling on a container
cause direct damage.
14

It has been calculated that the impact of a 12-metricton block approaches the safety limit for an intact waste
container (reference 15, p. 6-189). Here we take the failure
threshold to be 12 metric tons and estimate the probability
of a rock that big falling on a container. We assume that
rockfall occurs on uncorroded containers; however, because
corroded containers would likely fail under lesser forces,
this assumption should be reinvestigated.
To estimate the distribution of rock-block sizes, we
used a modified (log-space) version of the Topopah Spring

Figure 2. Distribution of the fraction of containers potentially damaged by rockfall and by fault displacement within
one million years. (Some of these containers might fail by
corrosion before being damaged by rockfall.)
fracture-spacing distribution developed for TSPA-1993
(reference 11, p. 7-28). The log-beta distribution has a large
spread, with a mean of 0.7 m and a median of 0.2 m. To
obtain block-mass distributions, cubic and parallelepiped
blocks were considered, and the mean TSw bulk density
(2258 kg/m ) was used. Estimates of the fraction of containers likely to be hit by a 12,000-kg (or larger) block
range from 2% to 55%, with the lower values considered
to be most likely. For the Monte Carlo simulations, a beta
probability distribution for the fraction of containers potentially damaged by rockfall is defined with a minimum
of 1%, maximum of 100%, mean of 10%, and standard
deviation of 8% (Figure 2). The peak probability density
occurs at about 2%, corresponding to an estimate using parallelepiped blocks; the mean of 10% corresponds to cubic
blocks.
3

Timing of Container Damage
Data for rockfall timing and rates are site, design, and
event specific, and analyses are still preliminary; thus, we
rely heavily on assumptions and probability distributions
to describe these parameters. We expect that the tunnels
will be stable atfirstbecause of engineered ground support.
The ground support is not expected to last very long, however, because of corrosion and thermal-mechanical stresses.
Heating could improve stability at early times due to thermal expansion of the rock around the opening. As the rock
cools off, we expect that the mechanically weakened tunnel
walls- and ceiling will collapse—either bit by bit or possibly all at once. The distribution of damage times used in
this analysis (Figure 3) is calculated using the following
assumptions.
• Rockfall initiation. The effect of temperature and seismicity on drift stability has been examined in several previous studies,
but uncertainty still exists concerning
16,17
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that time. For example, if in a given realization it is sampled that some number of the containers are to fail because
of rockfall and an earthquake above the damage threshold occurs at a time when 10% of those containers have
failed, the other 90% are assumed to fail at the time of the
earthquake.
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Figure 3. Mean distribution of the time at which containers
are potentially damaged by rockfall and by fault displacement (some containers might fail by corrosion first). The
rockfall distribution includes both rockfall due to thermalmechanical stresses and earthquakes.
start times and rates of rockfall. For repository conditions
as modeled for this analysis, the container and drift-wall
temperatures peak within 100 yr; waste containers remain
above boiling for 800 to 2000 yr. Although thermal expansion should add stability to the drift, we assume that
rockfall onto containers will start sometime between 100 yr
and 2000 yr after emplacement. A uniform probability distribution is used for sampling (to maximize uncertainty).
Rockfall rate. Convergence rates have been measured
for a tunnel in welded tuff at the Nevada Test Site, ranging from 0.001 to 0.006 mm/day. At 0.001 mm/day, a 4.3m emplacement drift would close in about 12,000 yr. The
convergence rate is expected to decline with time, so this
estimate might be low. On the other hand, thermal effects
could accelerate the convergence in an emplacement drift.
We simply round up to 15,000 yr for the maximum period
during which rockfall damage might occur. The minimum
of the rockfall-damage period is taken to be 1 yr, representing the possibility of collapse of all the drifts in the
repository at the same time (collapse of subsequent drifts
possibly being triggered by collapse of the first one). In
the absence of any better information, a uniform distribution between the minimum and maximum (again maximizing uncertainty) is used for sampling. The rate of rockfall
damage to containers is also taken to be uniform during the
rockfall-damage period.
18

Seismically induced rockfall. Rockfall failures are coupled to the seismic-events model by the assumption that a
major earthquake can cause tunnel collapse (Jung et al}
show, with caveats, 0.4g collapsing a drift). In this analysis, if an earthquake above the threshold (see above) occurs
after 100 yr and before the end of the rockfall-damage period, any remaining rockfall damage is taken to occur at
1

This subsection applies only to the composite-porosity
model. In TSPA-1993, it was shown that the fraction of
containers in contact with rubble was an important model
parameter for the composite-porosity model because of the
assumption that rubble contact provides moisture contact
and therefore promotes aqueous corrosion when temperatures are below boiling (reference 11, p. 14-64). Recent unpublished work (personal communication by T. A.
Buscheck and reference 19) has indicated that backfill may
actually reduce aqueous corrosion by lowering the relative humidity near the waste packages. For this analysis,
we retain the corrosion and water-contact models used in
TSPA-1993 and so the humidity effect is not included. Future work should examine the impact of relative humidity
on the results.
We assume that rubble contact starts at the same time
that rockfall damage starts (between 100 yr and 2000 yr
after waste emplacement, as discussed above), and that the
fraction of containers with rubble contact ramps up linearly
to 1 over some period of time. The time period for initiation
of rubble contact should be less than the time period for
rockfall damage, because rubble contact only requires a
relatively small amount of rubble, whereas there is potential
for rockfall damage until the waste packages are completely
covered by rubble.
For one possible emplacement geometry (drift diameter 4.3 m, container diameter 1.75 m, liner thickness 0.1 m,
invert height 0.5 m, and pedestal height 0.15 m), rubble
contact only takes 17% as much fill material as is needed
to completely cover the container. Seventeen percent of
15,000 gives 2500, so we vary the rubble-contact-initiation
period between 1 yr and 2500 yr. Rather than take the
rubble-contact-initiation period to be a fixed fraction of the
rockfall-damage period, the two are sampled separately but
a rank correlation of 0.9 is applied so that small rubblecontact-initiation periods go with small rockfall-damage
periods and large rubble-contact-initiation periods go with
large rockfall-damage periods.
As with container damage, rubble contact is coupled with the seismic-events model by increasing the
rubble-contact fraction f all the way to 1 if there is an
above-threshold earthquake before f would otherwise have
reached 1.
r

r
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Temperature Increase Caused by Rockfall
We expect that rockfall rubble will act as a thermal
blanket the same way that backfill does, and the resultant
temperature rise could be important. To get temperature
histories for the Monte Carlo simulations, in which the time
and duration of rockfall are variable, we interpolate between the TSPA-1993 temperature curves, which include
backfilling 75 yr after waste emplacement, and temperature
curves resulting from no backfill.
11

Analysis of the TSPA-1993 temperature curves shows
that the near-field temperature is quasi-steady state, and the
difference between container temperature with and without backfill is proportional to the heat-generation rate:
AT(t) oc Q(t). This result implies that the containertemperature curve for backfilling at 200 yr, for example,
can be obtained by following the "no-backfill" temperature
curve until t = 200 yr and then jumping up to the "backfill" temperature curve. An additional complication is that
the thermal properties (thermal conductivity, in particular)
of crushed-tuff backfill are not well known, and the thermal properties of rockfall rubble even less so. Analyses of
recent backfill heater tests
show an effective thermal
conductivity of 0.58-0.74 W/mK, whereas the TSPA-1993
calculations assumed a thermal conductivity of 0.2 W/mK.
For an idealized problem with axial symmetry the temperature solution can be found analytically, and the difference
between container temperature with and without backfill,
AT, is inversely proportional to the backfill thermal conductivity. Thus, a thermal conductivity a factor of 3 higher
would imply a temperature increase a factor of 3 smaller
(on the order of 100°C rather than 300°C).
20
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Rockfall rubble will presumably be much less uniform
and less well characterized than an engineered backfill. The
thermal conductivity of the rockfall rubble is a function of
the effective porosity (higher porosity implies lower conductivity), plus shape factors. The porosity and particlesize distribution for rockfall rubble are not known, but random blocks falling from the ceiling would probably result
in a higher porosity than backfilling with small, relatively
uniform-size crushed tuff.
20

To cover the uncertainties given above, a range of
0.2 W/mK to 0.75 W/mK is used for rubble thermal conductivity Kb. The temperature difference AT calculated for
TSPA-1993 is then scaled by the ratio 0.2/K to produce the
temperature difference used in this analysis.
6

The timing of the change from "no backfill" temperature to "backfill" temperature is handled in the same way as
for rockfall container damage. We assume that the temperature curves ramp up linearly from the "no backfill" curve
to the "backfill" curve (with the appropriate conductivity
scaling) over the rockfall-damage time period. And, as before, the ramp-up time is adjusted if there is a large enough

earthquake that causes earlier rockfall. Note that in reality the ramp-up between the two temperature regimes is
nonlinear.
FAULT DISPLACEMENT
Determination of fault displacement and changes in
strain within the potential repository block requires an estimate of the magnitude of the seismic event. Based on
the relationship between seismic acceleration and distance
given in Figure A-9 of reference 12, we estimate a standard deviation of a distribution (assumed to be normal) of
hypocentral distances from the repository for a given acceleration. We then randomly sample a distance and estimate
the local magnitude, ML, using an attenuation relationship
from McGarr et alp (The resulting magnitude distributions
closely resemble those shown in the referencedfigure.)Because a potential repository would be located relatively near
the surface compared with the depths being considered, we
assume that only earthquakes capable of causing surface
rupture would cause fault displacement in the repository
block. The lower bound for such earthquakes is randomly
selected between ML 6 and 6.5.
12,23

Once the magnitude is known, we use empirical data
to estimate several quantities: the length of the rupture on
the primary fault (for a given event, we define the primary
fault as the one whose displacement generates the release
of the most energy); the offset of the primary fault; and the
width of the zone where secondary faulting occurs. The
data used include both normal-slip and strike-slip earthquakes. Linear regressions are made of the quantities of
interest with respect to magnitude. For a given magnitude,
the rupture length, offset, and secondary-faulting zone are
calculated directly (i.e., without uncertainty).
9

Knowing the above quantities, we can probabilistically
determine whether a fault intersects the repository. Using
the hypocentral distance and the depth, which is randomly
sampled between 3 km and 15 km, the epicenter of the
event is located at a point in space. Using the rupture
length (assuming that the hypocenter corresponds to the
center of the rupture) and a randomly sampled orientation,
a trace representing the rupture on the primary fault is determined. Using the width of the secondary-faulting zone,
a rectangular area is constructed around the trace (assuming that the trace is in the center of the secondary-faulting
zone). We approximate the repository with a simple circular geometry to determine whether the repository is intersected by either (1) the primary trace, or (2) the secondaryfaulting area. (Circular geometry allows absolute orientation of the primary fault and centering of the primary fault
in the secondary-faulting zone to be unimportant; however,
it does introduce error. Most existing faults trend northnortheast in the area. Future work should incorporate the
actual geometry of known faults.)
12
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If the primary trace intersects the repository, then fault
displacement occurs in the repository and the number of
containers that could be damaged is calculated. For simplicity, we assume that secondary faults do not intersect
the repository if the primary fault does. If the primary
trace misses the repository but the secondary-faulting area
intersects it, we estimate by random choice whether fault
displacement actually occurs in the repository. This randomness allows us to determine the sensitivity of the results
(the releases of radionuclides) to secondary faulting.
The number of damaged containers is calculated by
drawing the trace through the repository area and estimating how many containers would be contacted. We assume
that the containers are uniformly distributed, that faulting
occurs at unknown locations (either faults are not avoided
or do not yet exist during emplacement), and that all contacted containers fail. This model typically predicts fault
displacement in the repository to occur about every 30,000
to 50,000 yr, and about 20 containers are damaged for each
occurrence (see Figures 2 and 3).
FLOW-PATH CHANGES
Redistribution of strain within Yucca Mountain, opening some fractures or faults and closing others, is considered as a mechanism to change flow patterns and fluxes.
Thermal effects of the repository might also induce strain
changes, similar in scale to seismic events, that could cause
pathway changes. In addition, other important seismically
induced hydrologic changes could occur; e.g., changes to
perched-water systems, groundwater infiltration, and flow
directions in the saturated zone. Here we consider only
changes in fracture-flow patterns in the unsaturated zone
induced by seismic activity.
Assuming normal faulting, the region around a fault
displaced 1 m (ML «* 6.5) that would undergo a change
of greater than 10 microstrain (i.e., a change in volume of
10 x 10~ ) is approximately circular, ignoring small zones
of tension at the ends of the rupture, with the rupture length
being the diameter of the circle (Figure 4—the model used
to create the figure is discussed in die next section). The
choice of 10 microstrain is arbitrary; it implies a reduction
of 10 /Am in 1 m, or potentially the closing of a 100 itm
fracture every 10 m. Again using circular geometry, the
part of the repository that would see a change in strain,
and therefore perhaps a change in flow pattern, is calculated as the intersection of two circles, one approximating the repository, the other approximating the strain area.
Typically, some part of the repository is predicted to see a
change in strain every few thousand years.
6

The strain-change fraction is used by the weeps model
to determine the number of flow paths that change locations for a given seismic event. The actual number of flow

Figure 4. Map view of changes in strain calculated for
a 10-km rupture displaced 1 m along a normal fault dipping 60° W. Area depicted is 30 km by 30 km. Scale
shows volumetric strain (times 10 ). Light areas indicate
compression; dark areas indicate tension.
6

paths relocated is randomly selected (between none and the
total in the strain region), again to allow estimation of the
sensitivity of the results to this effect. In general, changingflowpatterns should reduce the time that weeps contact
specific containers, resulting in fewer corrosion failures and
thus fewer releases from corrosion-failed containers. Conversely, if weep flow is continually being redirected, there
is a greater probability of contacting mechanically damaged
containers, resulting in more releases from them.
WATER-TABLE RISE
Earthquakes have been observed to cause straininduced changes in water-table elevation. As part of this
analysis, a series of calculations was conducted to reexamine the impact of seismic pumping on the water table. Unlike previous work, these calculations were performed using a dual-permeability model. Because most
seismically induced flow is expected to occur rapidly up
fractures, a dual-continuum formulation is expected to provide a better approximation of the system response.
24
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The faults that have been active most recently appear
to be dominantly high-angle oblique-slip; no low-angle
movement has been recorded, although detachment faults
have been observed in the vicinity. However, in order to investigate the sensitivity of co-seismic water-table response
to fault-displacement type, three different fault types were
considered: (1) dip-slip displacement to a depth of 10 km
along a normal fault dipping 60°; (2) dip-slip displacement
to a depth of 2 km along a listric fault dipping 5°; and (3)
right-lateral strike-slip displacement along a fault dipping
60°. For all three types, a 1-m displacement with a rupture
4
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length of 30 km was considered, corresponding nominally
to a 6.5 Mi earthquake.
Distribution of strain was calculated using a threedimensional elastic boundary-element model (Figure 5).
Poroelastic coupling between the tectonics model and the
groundwater flow model (TOUGH2) was implemented using strain sensitivities (the proportionality between strain
and pore pressure) estimated for the saturated volcanic section and underlying carbonate aquifer. The change in
pressure resulting from the stfain was added to the steadystate solution of the flow model to determine the initial
conditions for the transient problem.
27
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Results indicate that the greatest response of the water
table occurs for the stike-slip scenario: complete saturation
in the fractures occurs within 1 hr to an elevation of 50 m
above the steady-state water table directly above the fault.
However, fracture saturation drops to less than 10% within
20 hr. At 10 m above the water table, saturated conditions
persist over a large area of the hanging wall for 500 hr.
Matrix saturations change little. Steady-state conditions
return within 6 mo. For comparison, estimates of watertable rise during past climates range from 80 m to 115 m.
29

The calculated water-table rise is insufficient to inundate a repository, even considering an elevated water table
during a wetter climate. The calculated rise also does not
encroach upon the thermal dry-out regions calculated for
TSPA-1993 (at least not for a dry climate; the thermal dryout region during a wet climate was not calculated). In
general, seismically induced water-table excursions caused
by poroelastic coupling would not influence the models
presently being used to determine long-term performance
of a repository at Yucca Mountain; therefore, we excluded
them from the total-system simulations.
TOTAL-SYSTEM SIMULATIONS
TSPA-1993 Background
In order to assess the effects of seismic activity on
total-system performance, we tested our models using
TSPA-1993 as a starting point. Processes included in
the TSPA-1993 models were aqueous and gaseous flow
and transport, climate changes, conductive heat transport,
container wetting and corrosion, "protection" of containers by thermal dryout, "shedding" of thermally displaced
water, fuel alteration and dissolution, human intrusion by
exploratory drilling, and basaltic igneous intrusion. In this
analysis, we do not consider human intrusion or igneous
intrusion—only aqueous and gaseous releases. We use the
57-kW/acre, in-drift-emplacement case from TSPA-1993
as the baseline for this analysis, except we assume that the
drifts are not backfilled.
11

A major result of TSPA-1993 was that repository performance is sensitive to the model of flow assumed in the

Figure 5. Map and profile views of the calculated strain
resulting from strike-slip fault displacement. Upper area
is 30 km by 30 km, lower area is 30-km long by 15-km
deep. Scale shows volumetric strain (times 10 ). Light
areas indicate compression; dark areas indicate tension.
6

unsaturated zone at Yucca Mountain. In the compositeporosity model, matrix and fracture flow and transport were
strongly coupled; in the weeps model, they were completely
uncoupled, with flow and transport occuring only in fractures. Release results differed primarily because of differences in wetting of waste containers. In the compositeporosity model, flow was taken to be relatively uniform:
most containers were contacted by water, failed due to
aqueous corrosion, and released their radionuclides to the
geosphere, where they travelled relatively slowly to the
accessible environment. In the weeps model, water was
assumed to travel instantaneously through the unsaturated
zone through fractures. However, most containers were
never contacted by water, so only a small fraction failed
due to aqueous corrosion and released radionuclides.
The TSPA-1993 calculations contained a number of
assumptions and limitations, and the same assumptions and
limitations apply to this analysis.
Results of the Composite-Porosity Model
The results for the composite-porosity model are
shown in Figures 6 through 9. Each figure shows curves
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Figure 6. Mean container-failure distributions for the
composite-porosity model.
from four simulations for comparison. The simulations are
as follows.

Figure 7. Distributions of 10,000-yr normalized cumulative aqueous release for the composite-porosity model (Column 8 only).
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• The 'TSPA-1993 (backfill)" curve shows the results
from TSPA-1993 for a backfilled repository.
• The "No backfill" simulation is just like TSPA-1993
except that the drifts are not backfilled. The rubblecontact fraction f is set to 0 instead of 1, and the
temperature curves do not include the increase in
temperature caused by backfilling.
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• The "Rockfall (thermal-mechanical)" simulation is
similar to the "No backfill" simulation except that
rockfall effects due to thermal-mechanical stresses
are included.
• Thefinalresults for this study are labelled "Rockfall
+ seismic damage," and include rockfall effects due
to thermal-mechanical stresses and earthquakes and
damage due to fault displacement within the repository block.
Note that only Column 8 was used in the aqueous-release
calculations. The composite-porosity aqueous-release simulations for TSPA-1993 divided the repository into eight
columns and added the releases from all columns to obtain
the total releases, but one column is sufficient to see the
effects of the processes of interest for this study.
In each of the figures, the "No backfill" curve is significantly different from the others. Additional analyses'
not shown indicate that the primary cause of the difference is the difference in rubble-contact fraction rather than
the difference in temperature. This result points out the
importance of assumptions about container wetting within
the corrosion models (rubble contact is assumed to allow
moisture to contact the waste containers).
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Figure 6 shows that our assumptions about seismically
induced rockfall lead to a significant increase in the number
of containers that fail early (before 1000 yr), but Figures
7 through 9 show that those early failures do not translate
into significant increases in 10,000-yr releases or millionyear doses. The reason for the lack of impact on releases is
that most of the containers that fail early would fail before
2000 yr anyway—still well before 10,000 yr. Thus, the
early failures caused by earthquakes might be significant in
terms of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission's "substantially complete containment" requirement, but have little
significance in terms of total-system releases.
Figures 7 through 9 show that inclusion of rockfall
and fault-displacement effects do not significantly change
calculated releases from those calculated for TSPA-1993.
For the models used, it can be seen that there would be a
significant reduction in releases if drifts are not backfilled
and no rockfall occurs, but we do not expect the drifts
to remain stable and intact over long periods of time. In
the final simulation that includes models for rockfall and
seismic effects, none of the rockfall or seismic parameters
has a significant correlation with the calculated releases
or doses. Linear regression analysis indicates the same
parameters to be important as in TSPA-1993 (reference 11,
Section 14.6.3)—primarily parameters having to do with
water flow and container wetting.
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Figure 10. Distributions of 10,000-yr normalized cumulative aqueous release for the weeps model.

Results of the Weeps Model

Gaseous releases are produced by the weeps model
when containers fail; aqueous releases are produced
only when weeps contact failed containers. Unlike the
composite-porosity model, the weeps model typically predicts very few (~0.1%) corrosion-failed containers, because few containers are contacted by weeps when they
are warm and susceptible to corrosion. And again unlike
the composite-porosity model, in the weeps model the geosphere poses little barrier to radionuclides once they are
released. Thus, the weeps model discriminates between
cases with few mechanical failures (the juvenile failures in
the "TSPA-1993" and "No backfill" cases) and the cases
with many mechanical failures (the "Rockfall (thermalmechanical)" and "Rockfall + seismic damage" cases). In
the worst realizations, however, when high groundwater
fluxes and poor luck conspire to generate a large number
of corrosion failures, corrosion failures dominate, as indicated by the confluence of curves at the greatest gaseous
releases and doses.
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Figure 11. Distributions of 10,000-yr normalized cumulative gaseous release for the weeps model.
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Figures 10 through 12 present the results of the weepsmodel calculations. The cases shown in thefiguresare similar to those discussed for the composite-porosity model,
except that the "Rockfall + seismic damage" case includes
changes in flow patterns caused by seismically induced
changes in strain.
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Figure 12. Distributions of peak individual drinking-water
dose over 1,000,000 yr for the weeps model.

Figures 10 through 12 show that inclusion of rockfall and fault-displacement effects do affect calculated releases compared with TSPA-1993. Increased releases are
especially significant at both early and late times: at early
time, flow patterns are changing rapidly in response to the
thermal pulse and weeps can contact containers near the
time of failure; at late time, seismically induced changes
in flow patterns allow weeps to contact previously failed
containers. It is important to note, however, that most
of the effect is caused by rockfall damage to containers,
and rockfall can be mitigated by an appropriate repository
design. In the simulation that includes models for rockfall
and seismic effects, several rockfall and seismic parameters
have a significant correlation with the calculated releases or
doses. For TSPA-1993, linear regression analysis indicated
that the important parameters related to water flow, climate
change, corrosion rates, and geochemical retardation (reference 11, Section 15.5.4). From this analysis, we can add
the following: (1) the fraction of containers damaged by
rockfall; (2) the threshold value for seismic acceleration
that would cause more than minor damage; (3) the timing
of rockfall; and (4) the minimum earthquake magnitude
necessary to cause surface rupture.
CONCLUSIONS AND OPEN ISSUES
If flow percolates through Yucca Mountain in a relatively slow, uniform manner, then seismic and rockfall
effects should not have a significant impact on radionuclide releases. If flow moves rapidly in saturated pulses,
then seismic events and especially rockfall could cause significant increases in radionuclide releases over long time
periods. Backfilling in the repository could mitigate these
effects. These conclusions are dependent on whether the
total-system models used in this analysis reasonably describe the processes and events that determine the long-term
performance of a repository at Yucca Mountain.
This analysis indicates additional data and further analyses that could better define the impact of seismic (and
thermal-mechanical) effects on a potential repository. Data
needs include the following: (1) the amount of rockfall and
the size of the fallen rocks for given seismic accelerations
and thermal loads; (2) changes in fracture/fault apertures
for a given seismic perturbation, including surface changes
that could influence infiltration and changes in permeability
affecting perched water; (3) the longevity of effective roof
support; (4) the actual threshold value of seismic acceleration that could cause significant damage to drifts; and (5)
characterization of secondary faulting in the region, including the probability of occurrence. Suggested future analyses are as follows: (1) detailed thermal-mechanical modeling, concentrating on drift stability (with and without seismic accelerations) and thermal-induced faulting resulting
from large-scale thermal expansion; (2) better modeling
of container puncture by rockfall; (3) modeling of container

damage by shaking during an earthquake; and (4) changes
in hydrology caused by seismicity, including changes to
perched water, groundwater infiltration, saturated-zone flow
paths, and transmissivity in the saturated zone that could
cause relatively permenant changes in the water table. Because backfill could be protective against rockfall, it is
also suggested that the thermal, hydrologic, and mechanical
properties of backfill be determined.
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